WILDHARE MODELS
www.wildharemodels.com
Photo-Etched Detail Parts for the Serious Scale Modeler
in “HO”, “O”, 1/35th and ½”- Scales

PRODUCT BROCHURE
HO SCALE (1:87)
HO-Scale Fire Escape Kit # 0901 Our first kit and our #1 seller! This kit
is .010” brass with 3 platforms, 3 stairways, 1 roof ladder, support brackets,
stanchion, handrail & counterweight material, a ladder-bending tool and
$16.95 + $ 3.00 S+H 
full-color instructions.

 HO-Scale Fire Escape Extension
Kit # 0901-X10
Is your building taller than 3-stories? Add extra
levels without having to buy another complete kit. Our extension kit is
designed to quickly & easily add additional levels to Kit 0901. Use the
bending tool provided in Kit 0901 to bend the ladder. $ 6.95 + $ 3.00 S+H

HO-Scale Fences, Railings & Columns 
Kit # 1001
Just $16.95 + $ 3.00 S+H
Add a touch of elegance to any building
This kit includes over 50-scale-feet of fencing with
several stairway
and hand rail configurations. The ornate
columns can be used flat or “boxed”. The
kit also includes our easy-to-follow full color
instructions and brass stairway templates
that will allow you to create stairways that
match the pitch of the railings.

____________________________________________
O-SCALE (1:48)
O-Scale Shopping Cart

Kit #1101

15-piece 1/48th Scale Shopping Cart. This .010” brass kit
is the perfect detail for your layout or diorama. The kit
includes 2 pages of instructions with 17 COLOR PHOTOS,
a Cart Basket Bending Guide and
styrene rod for the handle.

$7.95 + $ 3.00 S+H
ORDER DIRECTLY FROM OUR WEBSITE WITH PAYPAL!

O-Scale Fire Escape

Kit #1004 $34.95 + $5.00 S&H

This craftsman kit features two ornate platforms, support brackets
(including a few extra), roof ladder, stairway between levels and a working,
hinged stairway to street level that can be posed either ‘up” or “down.”
Also includes handrail stanchions and handrails, a Locator Template for
mounting the fire escape on any building, a stairway folding tool and
8-pages of easy-to-follow instructions with 48 FULL COLOR photos…plus…
a few Wildhare Modeling Tips thrown in for good measure.

O-Scale Ornate Railings & Columns
Kit #1102 $24.95 + $3.00 S&H
This kit contains 59 separate pieces, including columns, corner
brackets, ornate trim, railings and a matching gate, that can be
arranged to fit the building of your choice.
Etched in .010” brass, the kit pieces can be soldered or glued in
any number of arrangements. The 10 column sections can be
combined to create “L” or Boxed columns.
The kit includes a Parts ID sheet, soldering tips and some
examples of the different ways the pieces can be combined.
___________________________________________________________________________________
1/35TH-SCALE

1/35th -Scale Shopping Cart Kit #1104 $11.95 + $3.00 S&H
Wildhare Models’ 1/35th Scale Shopping Cart duplicates our O-Scale
version, but has been “up-sized” for the benefit of modelers who work
in this larger scale. This .010” brass kit includes 2 pages of instructions
with 17 COLOR PHOTOS, a Cart Basket Bending Guide and
styrene rod for the handle.
--- WATCH FOR MORE 1/35TH-SCALE KITS ---

1/24TH -SCALE
Designed for 1/24th scale (1/2” = 1’), all these kits are suitable for large scales ranging from “1:20.3”
through 1:25th.

1/24th Scale Bomber Seats, Spider Webs & Rivet Strips
$24.95 + $ 3.00 S+H

Kit # 1201

From Rat Rods to Race Cars, the perfect
interior touch. Each kit contains 2
.010” brass Bomber Seats ( ¾” wide x
¾” deep x 7/8” high), 2 half-round and 4 quarter-round
Spider Webs (3/4” radius) and over 10” of relief-etched
Rivet Strips. This kit also includes 4 pages of detailed
assembly instructions with 18 Color Photos and a How-To
on narrowing the seats to fit any early body style. Cut and shape
the Spider Webs to fit your application, from grill, window and roof inserts
to decorative trim. The Rivet Strips can be used to highlight body panels.

You’ll Find Countless Uses For This Kit..!!
________________________________________________________________
1/24th Scale Shopping Carts

Kit # 1003

$15.95 + $ 3.00 S+H

A “must have” for large scale dioramas. Shopping
Carts can be found around any storefront or in any
vacant lot. These ½” scale Shopping Carts will fit
into any “G” scale scene from 1:20 to 1:24th scale.
The .010” brass can be sprayed with “Alcad” for a
chrome finish or with Metalizers for a weathered
look. Includes complete cart, seat, bottom tray,
frame wire & bending template, wheel material
and full-color instruction sheets.

1/24th Scale Milk Crates Kit # 1002 $7.95 + $ 3.00 S+H
Another easy-to-assemble detail with a
multitude of uses in any large scale scene,
these milk crates and hold tools, bottles,
assorted junk and, or course, scale milk
bottles!
Includes FIVE crates and complete,
full-color instruction sheets.

……..VISIT US ON FACEBOOK…….

1/24th Ivy Leaves & Vines
Kit # 1103 $19.95 + $ 3.00 S+H
This .008”x 3-1/2”x 5-1/2” brass sheet
contains an assortment of leaves and
vines that are designed for 1/24th scale
but can be used as larger leaves in 1/35th
and 1/48th scale. The brass is flexible so
the leaves and vines can be bent, twisted
and shaped without breaking.
See the “Odds & Ends” section for an assortment of fences and
columns that would look great covered in ivy!

ODDS & ENDS_____________________________________________
These are LIMIT QUANTITY items, not listed in our general catalog, that will be offered until they’re
gone. They are generally experimental items or part of a limited edition. Unless otherwise noted, they
are suited for several scales and a measure has been placed beside the parts to provide an idea of size.
These parts can be ordered directly, without going through the Wildhare website.

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED
For availability and ordering information, contact wildharemodels@aol.com

______________________________________________________________
 LP-1 $2.50/ea
COLUMNS WITH BRACKETS 3/8” X 4” (9”X 8’ in ½”-scale)

 LP-2 $4.00/ea
DOUBLE COLUMN & ONE BRACKET
3/8”x 4” (each column)
Can be folded or cut & soldered
into an “L” column.

 LP-3 $10.00/ea.
FOUR SINGLE COLUMNS
Each Column: 3/8”x 4”
Can be folded or cut & soldered into
one “boxed” column, two “L”
columns or four single columns.

LP-4 
$2.50 /ea.
BRACKETS
.010” Brass
One rectangular piece of ornate
scrollwork (top of photo) that
can be used as-is or separated
into three brackets (bottom)

↑
LP-5 (above)
$15.00 /ea.
COLUMNS, ARCH & GATES
3-1/2" wide, 4-1/2" to top of arch. .010" brass.
Gates can be cut off and hinged or simply posed in an open position

 LP-6

$10.00/ea
.010” Brass
Two ½”x 8” pieces of large, ornate trim.
Can be used as-is or cut and combined
with other trim pieces.

 LP-7

$12.50/ea
FOUR TALL SINGLE COLUMNS
.010” Brass
Set of Four 3/8" x 6" (9"x 12' in 1/2" Scale). Can be cut in half
to make eight 6' columns in 1/2"-Scale or cut and reconfigured
into “l” or boxed columns.

LP-8 $5.00/ea 
ORNATE FILIGREE
.010” Brass
Use with etched columns to
create an arch or on its own
as ornate trim

 LP-9

$7.50 /set
TWO LARGE, MATCHING BRACKETS
.010” Brass
Set of two large pieces that can be used as sign
brackets on buildings or in any application
where ornate trim is required.

_________________________________________________________________________

ASSORTED DECORATIVE BRACKETS

.010” BRASS

$1.00 /ea

LP-10
LP-11
LP-12
LP-13
_______________________________________________________________________
To order any of the Limited Addition items in the ODDS & ENDS section, e-mail us at

wildharemodels@aol.com
____________________________________________________________________________
VISIT OUR “FOTKI” ON-LINE PHOTO SHARING SITE FOR
BUILDING TIPS, “HOW-TO” FEATURES, IDEAS AND PHOTOS:

http://public.fotki.com/khamilton/models/

